
Projects
50 METERS     
A DAY IN MARCH [Bir Mart Günü]    
A STATE OF DISTRACTION    
ALEGRE Y OLÉ   
BABE [Nena]  
EL MAX     
THE THE LOOKOUT [L’Aguait]       
SAVANNA AND THE MOUNTAIN 
[A Savana e a Montanha] 
THE PIGEON TOWER     
THE SAD LIFE OF HAPPY PIG!
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Contact:
ahmedsol@icloud.com

Status: Pre-Production
Estimated Budget: 83.239 €
Selected in: Cinegouna, Durban, Amman Film Festival, 
IDFA Academy.

Feature  Documentary · 90min
Country: Egypt
Filming Location: Cairo (Egypt)
Language: Arabic

/ 50 Meters

Yomna Khattab
YYomna is a Filmmaker based in Cairo. She originally acquired a MA in 
economics from University of Paris1 Pantheon-Sorbonne, France 
2008. As a scriptwriter, her feature film ‘Rokaya’ won best script for 
young scriptwriters’ category for Sawiris Cultural Prize in 2018. The 
script of her short film ‘The First Sin’ also won the Film Prize Robert 
Bosch 2021 development fund.

Director’s Note
The film explores the space that I am trying to find as a woman in her 
mid-thirties among a group of men, headed by my own father, who 
reflect on their past life decisions with a mix of pride and regret. I 
reflect on my personal decisions and wonder about my future. 
‘Fifty‘Fifty Meters’ penetrates my father's narrow exclusive world, as a 
way to explore concepts of authority, patriarchy and masculinity, 
that are essential towards understanding this generation's life and 
its impact on my own.

DIRECTOR
Yomna Khattab
PRODUCER
Ahmed Amer
COMPANY 
A.A.Films [EG]

Synopsis
WWhen my life is at crossroads, I decided to 
step into my father’s male dominated world 
of his water aerobics team; group of men 
over sixty. Through ‘Fifty Meters’, I am 
redefining my relationship with my father 
through immersing myself in the narratives 
of his circle of friends; the patriarchal 
sysystem at large, reflecting on my own 
future.



Synopsis
AliAli is about to divorce his wife Gülce, after 
being together for five years. In order to save 
their marriage and have a more peaceful life, 
they take a sudden decision: to leave 
Istanbul in the middle of winter and migrate 
to the village. Ali begins repairing the old 
village house inherited from his grandfather.
A long A long period of hostility begins.
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Contact:
sezgincigdem@gmail.com

Status: Development
Estimated Budget: 1.682.715  €

Feature  Fiction · Drama · 102 min
Country: Turkey
Filming Location: Gevaş, Van (Turkey)
Language: Turkish

Bir Mart Günü / A Day in March

Çiğdem Sezgin
AAward-winning director, scriptwriter and producer based in 
Istanbul. She completed her BFA and MA in filmmaking at Marmara 
University. She began her career as an assistant director on TV 
series and dramas in 1992. Her debut film ‘Wedding Dance’ had its 
international premiere at Tallinn Black Night Festival. She has just 
completed her second feature ‘Suna’, co-produced with Ribes and 
Bakalov.

Director’s Note
I want to make a film about voluntary simplicity.
If people want to change their lives, it is better not to change where 
they live, but to change the way they see life and their approach to 
events.
CCouples should be treated with respect and love. Because one day we 
might not find him with us, not even to hurt him.
'We come from the ground and there we will go' . We all know. But I still 
wanted to whisper this truth without hurting.

DIRECTOR
Çiğdem Sezgin
PRODUCER
Çiğdem Sezgin 
Giovanna Ribes 
Christo Bakalov
COMCOMPANY 
1 Mart Film (TUR)
CO-PRODUCERS
Tarannà Films (SP) 
Baky Films Ltd. (BU)
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Contact:
eliekmail@gmail.com  ·  diala@artrip.me
www.artrip.me

Status: Post-Production
Estimated Budget: 230.000 €

Feature Fiction · Comedy · 75min
Country: Lebanon
Filming Location: Lebanon
Language: Arabic

A State of Distraction

Elie Khalife
AAward-winning Lebanese director whose career spans over two 
decades. Elie studied film at HEAD, Geneva. His body of work 
includes prize-winning shorts: ‘Taxi Service’ (1996), ‘Merci Natex’ 
(1998) and his first feature ́Yanoosaḱ (2010). Elie also directed ‘Single 
Married Divorced’ (2015), a highly popular comedy. His third feature 
‘State of Agitation’ was screened in Mostra de Valencia (2020).

Director’s Note
““A State of Distraction” is the logical continuation of my film “State of 
Agitation” made in 2020, which won great critical acclaim at many 
independent film festivals. I decided to continue the adventures of 
this filmmaker who is shooting an adaptation of Daphne and Apollon 
in a forest, despite all the challenges and all that is happening in his 
fractured country. The story unfolds in parallel between the 
quietness of the forest and the chaotic urban scene, with road cuts, 
long queulong queues in front of gas stations and army roadblocks.

Synopsis
InIn a collapsing Lebanon, a stubborn 
filmmaker decides to shoot his movie 
despite his producer’s decision to drop the 
project. He takes a job with an eccentric 
socialite and begins the shooting with a 
couple of actors and two technicians.  When 
the leading actress disappears from the set 
ununder mysterious circumstances, the 
filmmaker will make an incredible 
discovery…

DIRECTOR
Elie Khalife
PRODUCER
Elie Khalife
Diala Kashmar
COMPANY 
ArArTrip  (LEB)
Taxi Films (LEB)
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Contact:
clarasantaolaya@batiakfilms.com ·  norma@lasogaproducciones.pe
www.batiakfilms.com · www.lasogaproducciones.pe

Status: Development
Estimated Budget: 950.000 €
Selected in: Torino Film Lab Extended, Promercat, Dones Visuals, 
LabGuion Cinefilia, London International  Screenwriting Competition.

Feature Fiction · Drama · 102 min
Country: Spain
Filming Location: Madrid and Valladolid (Spain)
Language: Spanish

Alegre y Olé

Clara Santaolaya
ClaClara has worked in the audiovisual sector for nearly ten years. She 
has directed, scripted and produced  short films, among which 
‘Pangea’ (2015), ‘Our Street’ (2019) and ‘Alegre y Olé’ (2022), selected 
and awarded in more than 70 international festivals. She has also 
directed numerous video-art pieces that have been exhibited at the 
Barcelona Centre for Contemporary Culture and music videos.

Director’s Note
This film is a tribute to mutual understanding, tolerance and 
acceptance, not only regarding others, but also ourselves, and, 
above all, a tribute to the most basic—and at the same time, the most 
effective communication form of all: love. 
AAnd I do it through a story that is my own. A few years ago, I had a 
serious depression that led me down paths similar to the ones Lena 
walks today, so I could feel firsthand the incomprehension, taboos 
that surround many issues related to mental health.

Synopsis
AAfter a suicide attempt, Lena decides to 
embark with her grandfather Juan, who is 
suffering from Alzheimer's, in a complicated 
search for an old home movie that shows a 
crucial moment in the lives of her 
grandparents. Along the way, the young 
woman will discover herself and also that 
rereality is not always as we think.

DIRECTOR
Clara Santaolaya
PRODUCER
Norma Velásquez
COMPANY 
Batiak Films (ES)
La Soga La Soga 
Producciones (PE)
Suena Perú (PE)
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Contact:
produccion@tvonproducciones.com
www.tvonproducciones.com

Status: Pre-Production
Estimated Budget: 1.275.000€
Selected in: GAC Pitching Forum, Source 2 Script, Faber Llull 
Script-Residence, Barcelona Resident Houses, Promercat.

Feature Fiction · Drama, Coming-of-Age· 90min
Country: Spain
Filming Location: Benaguasil, La Pobla de Vallbona and 
Villamarxant (Spain)
Language: Valencian

Nena / Babe

Gabriel Ochoa
GGabriel has a degree in Hispanic Philology from the University of 
Valencia, Spain (2001). He has work as a scriptwriter for TV series: 
‘Sin huellas’ (Amazon studios,2021), ‘Ronda sud’ (À Punt, 2018), 
among others. He has written and/or directed various short films 
such as ‘Sinceridad’ (2018), ‘Aburrimiento’ (2016), ‘Tiquismiquis’ 
(2012), ‘Stanislavski’ (2013), ‘Salad days’ (2005) and his feature debut 
‘Love Is Not What It Used to Be’  (2013).

Director’s Note
ThisThis story is a tribute to those women who lived through the 
beginnings of democracy but who were educated in the 
dictatorship, and who little by little became aware of life and also of 
their sexuality. The diversity of looks, sexual orientations and 
discoveries, as well as a portrait of masculinities, ranging from the 
toxic masculinity of Miguel to a new masculinity like Eduardo, or the 
homosexual desire between Marc and Miguel Jr.

Synopsis
SumSummer 1987. Estela takes her children, 
Marc (10) and Empar (6) to spend a few days 
with her sister Lola and her husband. It's the 
first time that they are away from their 
parents, who are in the process of 
separating. Through Marc's eyes we will 
discover the bitter love story between his 
aunt Lola aaunt Lola and Elsa, an enigmatic actress.

DIRECTOR
Gabriel Ochoa
PRODUCER
Paloma Mora
COMPANY 
TV On 
PProductions [SP]
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Contact:
ihossamelouan@gmail.com

Status: Late Development
Estimated Budget: 351.500 €

Feature Fiction · Drama · 90min
Country: Egypt
Filming Location: Alexandria (Egypt)
Language: Arabic

El Max

Amrosh Badr
HHaving grown at the impoverished neighborhood of Ajami in the 
costal town of Alexandria, Amrosh studied to become a professional 
school teacher, but soon after he found himself attracted to making 
films. He made short films that were screened in international film 
festivals including the Clermont-Ferrand International Short Film 
Festival, and was a participant of several film programs in Europe. 

Director’s Note
TThe seven tales of El Max stemmed out from crucial themes I 
suffered from. In recent years, Elmax has been isolated from the rest 
of the country and eventually forgotten. The town and its people 
developed their own folkloric subculture and lived with their own 
rules. I grew up in that world and I’m not sure I’ll be ready for the time 
when Elmax is erased, forever gone. Making a film which captures 
the twilight of the town and its people would give us a glimmer of 
hohope in the vast sea of displacement.

Synopsis
TThe lives of seven interrelated characters 
navigate destitution, social isolation and 
hopelessness in the coastal town of El Max as 
they cope with their threatened disappearing 
reality. The film deals with loss and 
deprivation, each character is in pain from 
something that they deeply yearn. However, 
toto survive they might be forced to  abandon 
what they need.

DIRECTOR
Amrosh Badr
PRODUCER
Hossam Elouan
COMPANY 
Transit Films [EG]
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Contact:
bambamcinema@gmail.com
https://vimeo.com/bambamcinema

Status: Post-production (Rough-cut)
Estimated Budget: 150.958 €
Selected in: Lisbon Screenings IndieLisboa, Arché Doclisboa. 

Feature Documentary · Hybrid · 90min
Country: Portugal
Filming Location: Region of Trás-os-Montes (Portugal)
Language: Portuguese

A Savana e a Montanha /
Savanna and the Mountain

Paulo Carneiro
PPaulo received a Master from the National Film School and HEAD 
(Geneva). His first feature ‘Bostofrio’ (IndieLisboa '18) was 
multiawarded and screened in more than 40 festivals, then released 
in Portuguese cinemas and acclaimed as “top 10 films of the year”. His 
project ‘My land my strength’ was selected for Doc Station-Berlinale 
Talents’21. ‘Périphérique Nord’ premieres at Visions du Réel ’22.

Synopsis
DeepDeep in the valley, nestled in the mountain 
range, an ominous sound troubles a forest 
ranger who for days has been investigating 
this strange phenomena. Down in the village, 
local inhabitants congregate, a war is on the 
horizon but the bees insist on not dying.

DIRECTOR
Paulo Carneiro 
PRODUCER
Paulo Carneiro
Miguel de Jesus
COMPANY 
La La Pobladora 
Cine (PT), Bam 
Bam Cinema (UR) 

Director’s Note
CCovas do Barroso is a village part of Boticas area, where my father 
was born and where I developed my first feature. My relationship 
with this place since 2018 kept me wary of the developments around 
the speculation of mining by Savannah Resources, a global mining 
company. Then came the direct visual connection I experienced 
when I laid eyes upon the devastation caused in the landscape by 
the first prospections in search of lithium. I want to make a film with 
ththe people that belong to this place and help them fight this 
anguish.
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Contact:
produccion@tvonproducciones.com
www.tvonproducciones.com  ·  www.marcortiz.net

Status: Pre-Production
Estimated Budget: 1.790.000€
Selected in: Netflix Summer Campus, L'Alternativa GAC 
Pitch Forum.

Feature Fiction · Drama, Historic, Fantastic · 90min
Country: Spain
Filming Location: Castelló, Spain
Language: Valencian

L’Aguait / The Lookout

Marc Ortiz 
(1979, Tarragona, Spain) As a director and screenwriter has directed 
short films, video clips and documentaries that have been awarded 
at various festivals inside and outside the national territory.

Synopsis
InIn 1950 the Spanish Communist Party sends 
a guerrilla to the action zone of the AGLA 
(Guerrilla Group of Levante and Aragón) with 
the mission of assassinating “La Pastora”, a 
former hermaphrodite maquis who after 
deserting becomes a bloodthirsty bandit 
that the civil guard uses to discredit the 
reresistance.

Director’s Note
TThe germ of ́L'Aguait́ (The lookout) was born the day my 
grandmother explained to me the story of Teresa Pla Mesegué,“La 
Pastora”... I understood that there was not only a great film behind it, 
but also the duty to vindicate a figure silenced due to her intersex 
condition, forced to survive hidden in the mountains while trying to 
conform to the clichés of the times. I see ‘L'Aguait’ (The lookout) as a 
song to difference... to overcome the fear of showing ourselves as 
we e really are, to proudly exhibit our diversity.

DIRECTOR
Marc Ortiz
PRODUCER
Paloma Mora
COMPANY 
TV On 
PProductions (SP)
La Malanga (SP)
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Contact:
nicole.kamato@gmail.com · nedahegazi@gmail.com

Status: Development
Estimated Budget: 826.065 €

Feature Fiction · Drama, Coming-of-Age · 90min
Country: Egypt
Filming Location: Cairo (Egypt)
Language: Arabic

/ The Pigeon Tower

Amal Ramsis
AmalAmal Ramsis is an Egyptian/Spanish filmmaker, born in Cairo and 
studied cinema in Séptima Ars (Madrid). In 2008, she founded Cairo 
International Women’s Film Festival. Since 2007, she leads 
Correspondence between Women, an international women’s 
workshop. Her films ‘Only Dreams’ (2005), ‘Forbidden’ (2011) ‘The 
Trace of the Butterfly’ (2015), and ‘You Come From Far Away’ (2018) 
have received several awards and been screened internationally.

Director’s Note
Observing the pigeons that fly every sunset between the rooftops of 
Cairo makes me think; how can they fly high above a city that puts 
obstacles at every turn, where hunters are waiting to catch them? 
II would like to explore the weariness of falling into social traps while 
at the same time, having desires and being strong enough to take 
risks. The challenges that surround three Cairene girls, who are 
trapped between the limitless sky and the suffocating city below, 
are very similar to my own and many Egyptian women.

Synopsis
OOne evening, three girls from Cairo decide to 
get into a game dominated by men; pigeon 
racing. You catch the pigeon and it's yours. 
But their main challenge is to get the 
pigeons to return to their nest. Each girl, on 
her roof, faces other traps which she has to 
escape... without taking her eyes off the sky.

DIRECTOR
Amal Ramsis
PRODUCER
Nicole Kamato
Neda Hegazi
Amal Ramsis
COMCOMPANY 
Klaketa Árabe [EG]
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Contact:
christelle@beeonsetproduction.com  ·  christywhaibe@gmail.com
www.instagram.com/beeonsetproductions

Status: Development, V2 Script
Estimated Budget: 944.000 €
Selected in: Fondation Liban Rewriting residency, Script2film, 
Chataignes Boostcamp, and Torino Film Lab Next for Comedy.

Feature Fiction · Political Social Comedy · 90min
Country: Lebanon
Filming Location: Lebanon
Language: Arabic

The Sad Life of Happy Pig!

Christy Whaibe
BornBorn and raised in Lebanon. In 2018 she received a masters in 
directing at the ENSAV France and directed her 2nd short ‘Appel en 
absence’. Currently resuming the development of her first feature 
‘The sad life of Happy Pig!’ that was selected in the rewriting 
residency with Fondation Liban, the Script2film workshop, 
Chataignes Boostcamp and The Torino Film Lab Next for Comedy.

Director’s Note
ThisThis is the story of Chadi (35), who lives in Lebanon and one day 
decides to leave. He takes this decision, concretely because of a 
break-up but in reality, because of his life in this country: his past, 
present and future. This film will explore: How this generation is 
trying to survive in Lebanon. Chady works as a mascot performer at 
events. The mask reflects our society, because we are stuck inside a 
mask all the time. It’s also a metaphor for the imprisonment of Chady 
inside his inside his country.

Synopsis
ChadChady, 35-year-old, works as a mascot 
performer at events. Unable to overcome 
the breakup with his ex-girlfriend, he 
decides to leave Lebanon. As he waits for his 
visa, he discovers that his father was 
assassinated during the war under the 
commandments of one of the elected 
deputideputies. He then decides to get revenge 
disguised in his "Happy Pig" mascot 
costume.

DIRECTOR
Christy Whaibe
PRODUCER
Christelle Younes
COMPANY 
Bee On Set
PProductions
(LEB)


